
Dear children,  

Can you believe it is summer already? This year has been one like no other and 

it seems to have passed us by in the blink of an eye. Sadly, the coronavirus 

outbreak has meant that we haven’t been able to spend as much time 

together as usual, but the time we have we will treasure and we will take with 

us many positive memories.  

Luckily, modern technology has allowed us to keep in contact and your posts 

from home certainly kept us smiling.  Miss Ledger loved talking to you all on 

the telephone and we have enjoyed reading your emails and looking at your 

photographs. We are extremely proud of how well you have all coped with the 

changing situation and are amazed with the range of activities you’ve done, 

keeping yourselves learning and busy, while spending quality time with family - 

playing board games, helping out in the garden, exploring the local area on 

long walks, baking, completing jigsaws, working on your own artistic 

masterpieces and celebrating birthdays to name a few.  

Thinking back to the start of the year, we remember our eagerness to meet 

you all and find out more about you. It only feels like a short while ago that we 

created our ‘Best Part of Me’ display during transition and then enjoyed 

meeting many of your adults during our Egyptian Cinderella workshop, where 

you created amazing Egyptian collars. To end the Autumn term, we had a great 

Christmas party and we will remember the talent you showed during our 

Christmas play ‘Around the World’. Your enthusiasm for learning has been 

contagious – whether it was enjoying a visit from Dr Jo, who took us back to 

the Stone Age, making pictures come to life with sound effects during STEM 

week or creating and wearing beautiful masks for an energetic Purim parade. 

World Book Day was another highlight. You all made such an effort with your 

costumes and we created some wonderful art based on the book The Lost 

Happy Endings. 

Now, as the year comes to an end, we remember the laughter and learning 

that we shared together. We wish you all a lovely summer and look forward to 

seeing your smiling faces around school in September when you return in Year 

4.  

Stay safe 

Miss Ledger and Mrs Batey 


